A Markoff triple is a set of three positive integers satisfying the diophantine 
Markoff number. Here we will prove: If there are Markoff triples ixx, yx, z) and ix2, y2, z) with the Markoff number z, then xx = x2 or xx = y2. Some numerical evidence concerning the uniqueness of the Markoff numbers is given in [1] and [4] .
Definitions.
{A, B] is the group generated by A and B.
[A, B] = ABA^BT1 is the commutator of A, B E K (K a group). tr U is the trace of U E SL(2, C). (a) n> r. Then it is sufficient to prove this for r = 1; i.e. m + n = 3.
Then m = 2 because of m > s. tr ABAB2 = 15 > 7 = tr >15>15.
(b) r > n. Then it is sufficient to prove this for n = 1, i.e. w = r + 1 ; and therefore, we may assume r = I, too, i.e. m = 2. tr /1&4.S2 > tr ABAB. Q.E.D.
Remark. Some of our main arguments in this proof were, for instance, the following: Let n, m, r, s E N.
(1) If tr AB"ABm < tr AB'AB5 for n + m < r + s, then tr AB"ABm+1 < UAB"ABS+1.
(2) If tr AB" < tr AB"AB5, then tr ABn+1 < tr ABrABs+ ]. (3) If tr AB" > tr ABrAB", n>4, then tr AB" + 1 > tr ABrAB°+ ].
With these and similar arguments, in connection with some suitable conjugations, we can construct the following lemma: Lemma 3. Let Cx = ABe* ■ ■ ■ AB6", 2 < e,., and C2 = ABai ■ ■ ■ AB01™, 2 < a-. Let kx = n + 2"=1e(-= n + sx, k2 = m + 2£Lja;-= m + s2. Let sx > s2 for n < m, respectively, sx > s2 for m < n. Then tr Cx > tr C2. Proof We prove this lemma inductively over the possible quadruples isx, s2, n, m), where the quadruples (xj, s2, n, m) are ordered by: (¿, s'2, n , m) < (Sj, s2, n, m) ** s'x < sx, s'2< s2, n < n, m <m and s'x + s'2 + n + m < Sj + s2 + n + m.
For suitable small quadruples (sx, s2, n, m) the statement is true by Lemma 2.
Let (Sj, s2, n, m) be a possible quadruple. We assume the statement is true for all possible quadruples is\, s'2, n, m) with (s'j, s2, n', /«') < (Sj, s2, n, m). Case 1. e, = 2 for i = 1.n.
Then Cj = (Aß2)", n > 2 and « > m, i.e.
Sj > x2 and kx > k2. If m > 2, then it follows by assumption that tr /Iß*2 > tr C2.
Therefore, the statement is true, if we can show tr Cx > tr AB12.
Obviously, the statement is true for sx > s2, if we can show it for 2n = sx = s2 C. Theorem, ¿er (xx, 71 ( 2) and (x2, y2, z) be Markoff triples with the same Markoff number z. Thenxx = x2 orxx = y2 (and therefore, yx = y2 oryx -x2).
Proof. If a triple (x, y, z) of three positive integers is a solution of the diophantine equation x2 + y2 + z2 = xyz, then x, y, z = 0 (mod 3), i.e.: With the integral solutions of x2 + y2 + z2 = xyz we have also the integral solutions of x'2 + y'2 + z'2 = 3x'y'z' and conversely. Therefore, the theorem is proved if we can show: If ixx, yx, z) with xx, yx < z and ix2, y2, z) with x2, y2 < z are triples of positive integers satisfying the diophantine equation x2 + y2 + z2 = xyz, then xx = x2 or xi =y2-Let ixx, yx, z) with xx, yx < z and (x2, j2, z) with x2, >»2 < z be triples of positive integers satisfying the diophantine equation x2 + y2 + z2 = xyz. The theorem is certainly true for xx = z, x2 = z, yx = z or y2 = z.
Let us consider now xx, yx, x2, y2 < z. Especially, z > 3. By [2] and [5] 
